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and then follows the same cycle, we can apply the same
reasoning on (1 F’) F’/2 a s previously on F’.
For small loses, we get

After the nth iteration, we get

+

For the case of small losses, (gl>>E1, g2<<e), we have

I

F’I is less than unity, and the process will converge.
However, F‘ will be close t o - 1, and the consecutive
values of {2 will oscillate around the correct value(20. By
modifying the procedureso that after the twofirst steps
the computer calculates

It is obvious that this modification will bring about
a fasterconvergence, a t least for small losses, a n d i t
turned out to be adequate for all values on the parameters used in the computations.
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propagation at very low frequencies

(VLF) in the stratified rock below the bottom of the sea is studied.
A reasonable assumption of extremely low electrical conductivity in
the stratified rock is based upon available geological data. The surface wave traveling along the interface between this region of low
conductivity and the highly conducting sea is compared with the
vertically polarized ground wave found in VLF radio-wave propagation at the surface of the earth. When extremely low frequencies
(ELF) are transmitted, thehighly conducting layer found at greater
depths below the bottom of the sea forms the lower surface of a
spherical waveguide. This waveguide at ELF supports a propagation
mode similar to the mode existing at VLF between the surface of
the e 6 and the lower boundary of the ionosphere. The similarity
in propagation mechanisms leads to the name“inverted ionosphere”
(described by Wheeler 111) for the underground region.
The sea or relatively highly conducting soil at the surface of the
earth is an almost impregnable shield against atmospheric noiseand
effects from sudden ionospheric disturbances or solar flares. In addiadvantage that
tion to providing a noise-free medium, the sea has the
construction costs are much less than those of a VLF transmitter at
the earth’s surface.
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Presumably communication between shore installations and submarines on the floor of the ocean could be achieved with the inverse
ionosphere. The power requirement for such communication with
existing VLF transmitters at theearth’s surface renders such transmission unattainable.

s

INTRODUCTION

OME EVIDENCE exists that the electricalconductivity of the earth’s deep crust and upper mantleis low enough to make feasibleunderground
radio-wave communication over distances of 1000-2000
km, both under the sea and the continents. This
possibility was suggested by Wheeler [l 3, who has called
the lower boundary of the propagation region an “inverted
ionosphere”
or
“thermal
ionosphere.”
This
terminologyissomewhatmisleadingbecausetheresistivity and dielectric constant relationshipsdiffer considerably from those of the ionosphere; but a similar,
though not directly analogous, propagation
effectoccurs. It has the advantages of offering secure communications, providing a communication system if aboveground systems are disrupted, and potentially offering
much lower noise levels than above-ground systems.
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The upper boundaryof the propagation region is the
wet, highly conducting region of the earth’s continental
surface or ocean bottom. The propagationregion is composed of dry, low-temperature granitic or basaltic rocks
extending to a depth of 20-70 km. The lower boundary
is formed by ultrabasic rocks
a t higher temperatures,
thus having greater electrical conductivity.
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An appropriate arrangement of short monopole anHlOH COWDUCTIVITY
REOION
tennas is indicated in Fig. 1. The antennas should exFig. 1-Upper-earth section showing communication region.
tend about 1 or 2 km into the low conductivity region,
whose upper boundary lies about 1 km below the ocean
C O N W C T I V I T Y IN MHOS PER METER
floor and about 0-5 km below the continentalsurface.
The most important earth property
affecting this type
of propagation is its electrical conductivity, particularly
t h a t of the region of low conductivity. I&:aves passing
through a conducting medium have partof their energy
transformed into heat. This energy absorption
is greater
for higher conductivity values and sets an upper limit
of
aboutmhos/m
for the low conductivityregion if
long-distancecommunicationistobeobtained.
I t is
unfortunate that our knowledge of earth conductivity
is notextensive. A brief sketch of theearth’snearsurface structure and the more important attempts to
t
w
measure and estimate its conductivity is given here.
>
E
Under continents the top earth layer is sedimentary
3
0
with a thickness 0-5 km. Kext is a granitic layer about
15-21 kmthick.Thethirdlayer
isabasalticlayer
(tachylyte or diorite) 11-19 km thick. The last layer of
importance to this discussion is dunite, possiblywith
eclogite(bothultra-basic)near
the top, extending to
20
about 2900 km. Under oceans, the sedimentary layeris
Fig. 2-Earth conductivity estimates.
thin, the granitic layer may be absent, and the tachylyte
the conductivity of olivinesas a function of temperature
(basalt in vitreous condition) replaced by a crystalline
basalt [2]. The ocean sediments have a depth of about in the range 0-1500°C. Hughes found similar resultsfor
is
1 km [SI. T h e seismic interface at about 15 km (ocean) otherferro-magnesiummaterials.Theassumption
or 35 km (continent), marking the upper boundary of made that such materials are an important constituent
In drawing
the dunite layer extending to 2900 km, is the Ylohoro- of theearth’sdeepercrustandmantle.
vicic discontinuity. The dunitelalyer is named the man- Curve 2 a temperature distribution must be assumed.
MacDonald’s work [6] on temperatures is quite extentle, and all above the Mohorovicic discontinuity is the
sive. H e usesestimates of thedistribution of radioearth’s crust.
The earth’s sediments are relatively
porous and easily active sources (based on earth’s-surface distributions),
penetratedbywater.Sedimentconductivity
is quite measured thermal conductivities, etc., to arrivea t t e m perature distributions. He estimates the temperaturea t
high and easily measured.
30 km to be of the order to 500°C. Near the surface,
Direct measurements of deeper earth conductivities
by drilling would be ideal from the standpoint of accu- temperature increases with depth in an approximately
racy. Oil drilling,unfortunately,isnormally
confined linear way, butat perhaps 100 km it begins t o fall below
a linear increase. Curve2 is based
to sedimentary layers having relatively high conductiv- the value predicted by
ity. In addition, the deepest
wells are less than 7 km on a temperature of 0°C a t t h e ocean bottom, 500°C at
deep [4]. T h u s , o i l - d l electrical logs have limited ap- 26 km below thebottom,andalineartemperature
change with depth. I t is discontinued a t 80 km because
plication to our problem.
Estimates of conductivity based on indirect methods of doubt about the usefulnessof the linear temperature
are shown in Fig. 2. The line marked 1 indicates meas- assumption. A t greater depths the fall-off of temperaured earth-surface conductivities ranging from loe3 for ture below the linear values predicted by MacDonald
would makeCurve 2 turnandmorenearlyparallel
poorly conducting earth to 4 mhos/m for sea water.
Curve 2 is from measurements of Hughes [ 5 1, [ 6 ] on Curve 4.
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Garland and \TTebster [’i], [SI, using a method often
attributedtoCagniard[9],estimatedCurve
3 as a
maximum conductivity of the Pre-Cambrian basement
rocks of westcentralCanada.Cagniard’smethodinvolves the comparison of t h e horizontalsurfacecomponents of the magnetic and electric
fields associated
with the flow of natural subsurface earth currents. Some
of the limitations of this method, anda thorough review
of the present state of knowledge of magneto-telluric
fields, are treated by U-ait in a recent paper [lo]. For a
homogeneous earth the relation is
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conductingupperearthlayercouldhavebeenoverlooked by Cantwell and Aklden.
In this paper 13’ait [ l o ] alsogives the quantitative
findings of otherinvestigators,notablyScholteand
\‘eldkanlp, who arrived a t an ~~pper-layer ronducti\lity
of 2 mhos/m (in a 600 nl thickness) and a lower-la?.;er
conductivity of lo-’ mhos/m;andVladitnirov,who
found an upper-layervalue of 5 XlOW mhos/m in a
thickness of 450 m and a lower-layer value of approximately zero.
Lahiri and Price [6], [12] give Curve
4 with values
corroboratedbyMacDonald[6].They
use thedaily
-_
and magnetic storm variations of the earth’s magnetic
-E=l I / 2Er
field, separatingtheexcitingcomponentsandthose
HI
UT
caused by earth currents induced by the exciting terms.
where E and H aremutuallyperpendicularsurface
Lahiri and Price solve the problem of fields induced in a
fields, p is the earth’s magnetic permeability, T is the spherically symmetric conductor and fit measured field
u data to the solution to estimate conductivitl- irom
200period of the harnlonic current being measured, and
is the conductivity. For a layered structure such as the 800 km. >,lacDonald extends this n-ork to2800 Ian and
earth, the theoretical expressions are more complicated, estimates
conductivity
atth adt e p t h
of 600-700
and in use i t is necessary to fit data to curves drawnfor mhos/m. The extensionfrom 200 kln to 0 km merely
assumed earth models. Garland and IYebster assume a fits anempiricalcurve
based onvalues
a t greater
?-layered structure with highconductivit?.;(measured
depths.
surface values) down to a depth of 6000-8000 ft (top
Kear the ocean bottom the data of Hughes (Curve 2)
surface of basenlent rock, measured seismically) and
a is invalid because of water penetrating the sediments
low-conductivityregionextendingtoinfinity.Their
and upper rocks. Conductivity in that region can then
measurement indicated that this region’s conductivity be expected to be greater than thatpredicted by Curve
is a t most 3X10-5 mhos/m. They suggest that con2, but almost certainly
less thannear-surfacevalues.
ductivitl- increases below 40 km [8].
Values near the Garland andM‘ebster measurement will
Cantwell and 1.Iadden [ l l ] , using the same method
be adopted for this paper. At depthsof about 10-60 km,
b u t a different earthmodel,arrived
at substantially Curve 2 is probabl5- the best estimate available. At still
differentconductivities,shown
as Curve 5 of Fig. 2. greaterdepthsconductivityshouldbe
less than that
Theyalsoassumed
a 2-la)rer modelwiththeupper
predicted by a continuation of Curve 2 , and Curve 4
la?;er, of depth T O km, having the lower conductivit). becomes the better estimate. These considerations lead
(the reverse of the assumption of Garland and 14’ebster) to the assumed conductivity model of Fig. 3. The charand with the lower layer extending to infinity. They ar- acteristics of wave propagation m d l depend strongly on
rived a t resistivity values of 8000 ohm meters for the frequency, assuming the conductivity model of Fig. 3.
upper laver and less than 80 ohm meters’ for the lower. At a frequency of 100 kc the wavelength inside the earth
LYait [ l o ] has shown, however, that a 3-layered model
is about 1.2 km, assuming a relative dielectric constant
with a region of lorn conductivity sandwiched between of 6 (typical of d r y , poorly conducting ground a t t h e
two regions of higher conductivity (such as is assumed earth’s surface). This is small compared to the depth
in this paper) is, for sufficiently low conductivity of the of the region of low conductivity.Onemightexpect
intermediateregion,equivalentto
a 2-layeredmodel
then that the increase in conductivitl- below 10-20 km
with parameters r1,u3,and h 1 . (Subscript 1 refers to con- will not have a great effect on the propagation properductivityandthickness
of theuppermostlayer.The
ties. T h e increase in conductivity will increase the index
subscript 3 refers to the bottom layer.) The resulting
of refraction with increasing depth; consequently, rays
curves are then independent
of u2 and h2. IYait’s cri- from the transmitting antenna directed below the horiterion is t h a t
zontal and entering the
region of higher conductivity
will be refracted toward the earth’s center and absorbed
(u2pLlw)1’2k2 << 1,
u-ithlittleornoreflectionstoward
the receiver. T h e
physical
model
assumed,
therefore,
for
propagation of
which is satisfied for a conductivity of lop7 mhos/m, a
frequencies
of
order
of
100
kc
is
a
plane
half space of
frequency of 1 cps, and a thickness of 10 km. In the light
conductivity
10V10-i
mhos/tn
bounded
at the top
of1T:ait’s discussion i t seems clear that the existenceof
by
a
layer
having
conductivit>4
mhos/m.
A
plane sura low-conductivity region underlying the more highlyface can be used instead of the more complex spherical
LVait [lo] reports that Fig. 3 of Cantwell and Madden’s paper surface. for propagationdistancesnotexceedingone
quarter of the earth’s circumference [13]. The assumpis apparently mislabeled and that this should be 8 ohm meters.
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Fig. 3-Electrical

conductivity below the sea bottom.

tion is next made that the low conductivity of the half
space attenuates the wave, but does not affect significantly the propagation mechanism. The ultimate model
is t h a t of a plane lossless (absorption losses to be added
later) half space bounded by a surface of finite conductivity.Propagationinsuch
a region is by a surface
wave guided along the interface. This type of propagation is utilized by commercial radio transmitters in the
ground wave mode. Numerical solutions to the problem
are given by Norton [14]. For frequencies up to 100 kc
the inverse distance-squared loss is the only significant
factor in determiningsignalstrength.Theadditional
loss due to the finite conductivity of the half space is
shownforvariousfrequenciesandconductivities
in
Table I. Clearly, the conductivity of the region of lowest conductivity is of critical importance for this type
of propagation. Conductivities significantly above
mhos/m will notallowlong-distancecommunication.
A t lower frequencies a wavelength becomes long
in
relation to the thickness of the low-conductivity region
(wavelengthis 1 2 km at 10 kcforrelativedielectric
constant of 6 andconductivity of
mhos/morless).
In addition, the earth's conductivity and refractive index change significantly with depth in a distance
of 1
wavelength. Thus a lower boundary somewhere in the
20-70 kmregion is addedtotheprecedingproblem.
Analysis is quite difficult but a fairly good approximation can be obtained by assuming as a model a lossless
region bounded by two infinite conducting plane surfaces. A suitable treatment of this model was suggested
byBudden
[15], whoerroneouslyincludednegative
order modes in his solution. Budden [16] later modified
histreatmentbycorrectlydeformingtheintegration
contour to exclude the negative order
poles. A more
completetreatmentwasgivenbyIVait
[17] forthe

modal solution of the above problem.An excellent summaryandup-to-datepicture
of the VLF modelwas
recentlydiscussedbyWait[18]forthe
IRE Wave
Propagation Committee. In the undersea propagation
region itappearsthat
a transverseelectromagnetic
(TEM) waveguide mode will be important [l]. This is
characterizedbyaverticalelectric
field andan azimuthal magnetic field with amplitudes dependent only
on radialdistancefromthetransmittingantenna.
Propagation is radially outward from the transmitter.
The power per unit area at any point falls off inversely
with distance, rather than inversely with the square of
distance as in the first case. This offers a gain increaseof
10-15 db, depending on the waveguide height, over
a
wave of the same frequency guided by one surface for
a distance of 1000 km. The results will be modified by
absorption in the medium between the two boundaries
(Table I). This absorption loss is much less for the low
frequencies treated by the waveguide theory than for
the higher frequencies which may be guided by one surface only. Results must also be modified b y wall losses
in the imperfectly conducting boundaries. The assumption is made here that such losses can be estimated by
Korton's work for surface waves. Wall losses will then
be negligible a t 1 kc and perhaps 10-20 kc for a distance
of 1000 km.
Lower absorption attenuation (Table I) and a ducted
propagation gain of 10-15 db favors the use
of lower
frequencies if earth conductivityis high enough to cause
troublesome attenuation of the higher frequencies over
the desired signal distance. Factors favoring the higher
frequencies are greater signal bandwidth and higher antenna efficiencies for the same physical antenna length.
I t is worth pointing out that propagation is not dependent on the existenceof the lower conducting boundary. The only requirement is for
a region of low conductivity bounded by the highly conducting upper surface.
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X major problem affecting above-earth communication is radio noise, both external to thereceiver and internal. The energy of the desired signal a t t h e receiver
should be greater than the noise energy for intelligible
signal
reception.
External
noise has
three
sources:
atmospheric(thunderstorms),cosmicandman-made.
By choosingsuitablenonmetropolitanreceivingsites,
man-made noise can normally be kept below the noise
from othersources[19].
A t suchlocations,thunderstorms(atdistances
u p tothousands of kilometers)
normally are theprincipal sources of noise below 15 Mc.
For frequencies between 15 3lc and 150 13c the noise is
chieflyfromcosmic
sources [19]. Receiver noise, with
good system design, is due to thermally-caused random
motion of electrons in resistors, and to various fluctuation noises i n tubes [19].
An additional external noise is the thermal noise associated with the antenna radiationresistance. This noise
power originates in the antenna surroundingswhich are
capable of radiating power to the antenna. The available noise power is kTB, where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is an average temperature of the antenna surroundings (often taken as 288'K), and B is the receiver
bandwidth in cps [20]. The valueof this available noise
powerfora1000
cpsbandwidth
is 3.99 XIO-ls w .
Atmospheric and internal receiver noises are commonly
described by giving their power a t some frequency as a
ratio to the thermal radiation resistance
noisepower.
The internally-generated receiver noise is referred back
to the antenna terminals
before the comparisonis made.
The available noise power from all sources is assumed
t o be proportional to the receiver bandwidth (a characteristic of random noise), as is the radiation resistance
power reference. Then the ratiosdescribing atmospheric
and receivernoise areindependent of receiver bandwidth [21]. Fig. 4 shows expected valuesof atmospheric
radio noise(indecibels
above antenna thermal noise)
as a function of frequency for the local time 0000-0400
and 2000-2400 (allseasons) and 0400-0800 and 16002000 (autumn and winter).
In t h e standard method of noise prediction, contours
of equal noise grade are drawn throughout the world
and the appropriate noise grade curve of Fig. 4 is assumed to appl?.. For example, a contour of noise grade
70 lies almostcompletely in theUnitedStates
from
0000-0400 and from 2000-2400in December, January
and February. Koisegradecontoursanddatainthe
10 kc- 1 XIc rangeweretakenfrom
a report of the
C.C.I.R.(InternationalRadioConsultativeCommittee) [21] and are the latest data available. ,ktualnoise
measurements have been made only for a few places in
the world, as might be expected, and the noise predictions for many parts of the world are interpolated from
aknowledge of thunderstormdistributionandradio
propagation characteristics [all.In the 1- t o 10-kc range
noise information is rare. The C.C.I.R. curves were extended down to1 kc by estimatesbased on the measure-
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ments of Watt and hlaxwell [22], [23]. They, to a large
extent,measuredpeak-noiseelectric
field strengths
instead of noise power, but on the basis of some noise
power measurements they predict anoise behavior with
frequency similar to their peak field strength measurements.Theirmeasurementsweremade
a t Boulder,
Colo. (approximate noise grade 7 0 ) , and the assumption
is made that the results can be extended to other noise
grades.
Of greatest interest to this report
is the realization
that atmosphericnoise power may be as great as 200 d b
(Fig. 4). In marked contrast, radio receivernoise figures
range from 8-30 d b [19]. I t will be shown that atmospheric noise is severely attenuated in passing into the
underground propagation region considered here. If no
comparable radio noise is generated inside the earth (at
the frequencies of interest),undergroundpropagation
will have a verygreatadvantageoverabove-ground
systems in this respect.
Horizontally-polarized noise components
(electric
field vector horizontal) cannot propagate to great distances over the earth's surface
[24]. Thus the atmosphericnoise
at a n y place is substantiallyvertically
polarized with only a relatively small horizontal
component necessary to meet the boundary conditions
at
the earth's surface. Only a horizontally polarized wave
can be propagated downward through the earth,
however. The ratio of pomer contained in the wave above
earth to that of the vertically-downward propagating
wave below the earthis shown by Table11. On its downward path to the underground propagation region the
noise is absorptively attenuated by amounts shown in
Table I11 (plane wave calculations). These are the on117
noise losses for a submarine electromagnetically coupled
to the underground propagation region, by
a loop antenna, for example, as suggested by Wheeler [l]. Such
coupling should then be avoided by submarines a t shallow depths.
T h e nlaximunl attenuation of the noisepower a s i t
passesfrom the sea orupper-earthconductionregion
into the underground propagation region is infinite if a
uniformplanewavetravelingverticallydownwardis
assumed, together with a plane, horizontal interface and
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TABLE IV
NOISE POWER
Loss, CONDUCTINGTOPROPAGATION-REGION
TRASSITIOK

TABLE I1
XOISE POWER
Loss, AIR-TO-EARTH
TRANSITION

I

Sea IVater

I

f

db loss

lo-?

Earth,
Conductivity=

I

f

I

29.3

105

Propagation
26.3
21.3
16.3

1

1

IYater
Sea

I

f

I

lo2
103

BY ABSORPTIOS

Earth, Conductivity = 10-2

db/m loss

1

f

I

loss, db/m

0.345
1.10

I

102
103

I

0.0171
0.0545

10‘

1010-6
1010”

I i: I
103

db loss

27.0
26.9

1 it): 1

14 .o
13.9
11.3

102

103

TABLE V
~ V I I N I M L ATMOSPHERIC
:~
NOISE Loss TO PROPAGATIOK
REGION
Sea Water

~

Frequency

ductivity

TABLE 111
KoISE POWER ATTENEATIOX

Earth,
Conductivity =

Sea t1:ater

db loss

I

103

MINIXUN

~

f

1

Earth

db loss

f

1

1

I

db loss

10 2
79.5
102
416
a vertical antenna in the propagation region, since all
1170
149
103
3500
37.5
104
noise components in the propagation
region are horizon105
11,000
105
1120
tal. The effect of electrical inhomogeneities, departures
of the
from a plane interface, or non-normal incidence
KO mechanism is known which would generate underwave on the interface will be to causenoise components
which will be received by the underground antenna.An ground electromagnetic noise except the thermal noise
estimate of the maximum noise power transmitted into given by kTB (which also exists above ground and is
of
the propagation region can be made on the basis t h a t all quite small). Increased temperatures in the vicinity
an underground antenna might raise this value by 1 or
noise transmittedintothe
region(consideringplane
waves a t normal incidence on the interface) will be re- 2 db above its value above-ground. Deep in the earth
ceived as disturbing noise. Even this loss is consider- the temperature may reach 5000°K at depths of 2000
able,since a large amount of power is reflected back km [ 6 ] , but the kTB value changes only by 12 db, and
even thisnoise could not reach the underground antenna
uptotheearth’s
surface. TableIV showsminimum
noise losses t o be expected. I t is felt that actual losses because of absorptive attenuationin the highly conductingregion at the greater depths.
I t is worthnoting,
will be much greater than these.
noise from undersea
Total minimum atmospheric noise losses between the though far from conclusive, that
o n the transatlantic teleabove-ground and underground propagation regions,as- sources has not been a problem
suming an ocean depth of 1 km or an earth depth of 2 phone cable system [28], [29].
The absence of underground noise sources in the frekm, are shown in Table 1,’.I t can be seen that both the
noise a
earth and sea water act as veryeffective shields in pre- quency range of interest would make receiver
venting atmospheric noise from reaching the region of dominant factorin the receptionof small signals, a much
imposed by atmospheric
undergroundpropagation.Almostnothing
is known more attractive limit than that
about noise disturbances originating in the earth region noise. An interesting speculative problem is the followof interest (noise generated above or below the region ing: WTe assume an above-ground system and an underof low conductivity will be attenuated greatly before ground system, both operating at the same frequency
(100 kc) and compare their performances. Assume equal
reaching the region). Tides in the ionosphere under solar
and lunar influences cause ionosphere currents which in radiated powers from a vertical antenna in each system.
(The analysis then does not consider the relative
diffiturn induce earth currents extending perhaps to hundreds of kilometers of depth. Earth currents of longer culties of constructing equally efficient antennas.) At a
periods are also produced by magnetic storms
associ- distance of 1000 km over sea water the above-ground
signal is virtually unattenuated except for the inverseated with solar activity as revealed by sunspots [25].
square-distance loss. T h e below-groundsignal has the
Theseionosphereandearthcurrentsproduceelectromagneticdisturbances attheearth’ssurfaceas
evi- same loss and in addition an absorption attenuation of
conductivity).
The
above-ground
denced by changes in the earth’s magnetic field. These 67 d b (assuming
disturbances contain measured frequencies of the order receiver, however, may operate in a noise environment
of 1 cps and less [26], [27] and thus present
no noise of 130 d b (see Fig. 4), while the noise of the underground
receiver may be only 10 db. Then,for the same radiated
problem for underground communication.

i:
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power, the receiver of the underground system has the
highersignal-to-noiseratio.
Infact,theunderground
system has the same signal-to-noise ratio at about 1700
km that the above-ground system has at 1000 km.

COXCLVSIOSS
The earth’s conductivity
below the highly-conducting
surface layers is still not known with a high degree of
certainty. If it is as low as is indicated by some geophysical data, underground radio wave propagation a t
I’LF will be not merely feasible, but extremely attractive. Lack of underground noise and the effective shielding against atmospheric noise provided by the earth’s
upper layers make an underground system superior to
an above-ground system for long-range communication.
In particular, communication with deeply submerged
submarines has become possible.
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CORRECTION
J. R. IVait and L. C. Walters, authors of “Curves for Ground Wave Propagation Over Mixed Land and Sea Paths,” which appeared on pages 38-45 of the
January, 1963, issue of these TRAKSXCTIONS,
have called the following to the
attention of the Editor.
Following (7) on page 39, x should be defined by
a

rather than as shown.

